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It starts with a brief history of the, development of task analysis technology and the part that Air Force researc has played in this development./ A 'formal structure is required when such task analyses' have many uses.
The fact that task identification Is but the first 'step in any task analysis is emphasized. Re was coauthor of two of the above reports (11 & 12) . (I think that many people believe that task identification Is task analysis -when it is only the first step.)
To be effective, the analysis of Identified tasks must serve the purpose for which the analysis is to be used. Some of these purposes are analyses for (1) design tradeoffs between man and machine, (2) job simplification, (3) measurement of job performance, (4) content of job instructions, (5)1training fOr task perfOrmance, (6) determination of critical tasks, and: (7) If insufficient information'is available ,a "?" is placed in the cell, until the information is found, or is generated. ' 
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Returning to the task information I would like to make particular reference to the K2 column relative to task steps. The level of detail to be included in the task steps. must be consistent from task to task'. Whenever a troubleshooting task is identified in the TIM and appears in the Task Inventory, special analyses are required. These include those shown on the slide. The information gathered or generated in the first six items is used in the development of action trees (troubleshooting trees). The action tree document is used as the structure for placement of troUbleshoOting directions. These directions are developed with the same constraints as the task-steps for straight line tasks discussed earlier.
Slide
Guidance Documents for Task Analysis
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The requirements and guidance for the task analysis procedure out- 
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(1
What tasks should all users know how to perform or in other words bring to the job? -Directions for these tasks can usually be omitted from the data.
What task-steps or part of steps in this task should all users bring to the job? Directions for these steps or parts of steps can be omitted from the data in most cases.
What steps or part of steps can a man with experience be expected to do without direction? JPA should be designed so that these steps or part of steps can be bypassed by the experienced technician.
What activities are repeated so many times in the data that instructions for doing them should be assicned to training?,
In answering these questions the criticality and frequency of each task must be considered. The questions cannot be answered adequately using the current guidance in the APHRL-TR-71-53 documents. The assumption made, in these documents, is that the user may have had little or no training or practice on any of his job activities or in the use of his test equipment. The structure for establishing firm ground rules for answering the questions can be provided by modification and expansion of the Task Step Data Detail and the Test Equipment and Tool Use Documents.
At least one "K" column should be added to Task Description Index and Management Matrix_which will provide for modified task steps that reflect these considerations.
Slide
The training specialist requires most of the information provided by Task Description Index and Management Matrix (TDIMM).
In addition'
he must answer the following questions about each task.
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(1)
What is the normal performance repertoire of the people assigned to training with respect to this task? (2) What skills and information are the graduate of the training program expected to bring to each task? (He will be able to obtain this information from the, proposed TDIMM, Task
Step
Detail Document, and the Test Equipment and Tool Use Document.) (3) What task. directions, due to their special characteristics, should be included in the training as well as in the JPA's?
The list of tasks, skills and information obtained from this exercise becomes the terminal objectives of training. The training specialists and the JPA developers should jointly determine the ground rules for the Training -JPA Tradeoffs reflected in the documents referred to in connection with'question '(2). However, the training specialists must make their own analyses for questions (1) and (3). The answers to these questions will require added space in the current documents or will require the development of supplementary documents. With the types of task information described, the training specialist can develop the training exercises, that will bring most of the people assigned to training to the desired skill level for job entry.
--;
As stated earlier we do not have the guidance documents that will adequately provide the optimum tradeoff between training and job instructions but we are working on it. We hope to have these provisions included in revisions to our AFHRL-TR-71-53 documents by the middle of 1973. 
